Planned/Ongoing Activities during week 09 & 10

Luleå University of Technology

Information letter week 09-10, 2020

In a short period of time, Spring will arrive. Over the past two weeks, the days became 1h 40m longer, during the next two weeks the days will become another 1h 36m longer! It is much needed and grateful that the sun rises before most people go to work and are sets after you go home!

During week 10, it is school holidays in Norrbotten, an important planning prerequisite for perhaps especially parents of low and middle school children. What could be better than embrace the daylight together, that provides the perfect conditions for social outdoor activities?

During the previous period, focus was on mounting the first pavilions outside the F-house. Over the next two weeks, focus will be on excavation work along Vintergatan, especially between the beta-house and the A-house.

https://www.akademiskahus.se/ditt-campus/lulea/campus-lulea/

With kind regards
Erik Nordenskiöld
Project Coordinator
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Overall Campus

Nothing to report

Outdoor environment

Parkkompaniet is working on transporting snow and preparing for the upcoming snowmelt period. There will be a lot of work going on along Vintergatan from the intersection of Vintergatan-Rainbow Avenue down to the intersection of Vintergatan-Universitetsvägen.

The construction of the Igloo at Tekniktorget will continue in the coming weeks.

Rainbow Avenue

Continued relining of wastewater and stormwater pipes along the Rainbow Hall. During week 9, relining will take place between the A- and D-house.

The excavation work at the intersection of Vintergatan-Universitetsvägen starts during week 9 and will last for about 2 weeks. Vintergatan will not be completely closed off, but accessibility will be limited, follow signs for safe passage!

The excavations will be concentrated in two areas, one area up towards Rainbow Avenue where Vintergatan will be completely closed off. Walking is referred either through the B-house or other access roads around the A- or B-house. At the intersection with Universitetsvägen, will one lane at Universitetsvägen be closed off. Follow directions regarding weighing duty or preferably choose other access roads. See the picture below for blocked areas.
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A/α-house
The indoor environment investigation in the A, alfa- and alf-houses is ongoing. During Monday morning week 10, a so-called odor panel will conduct odor detection in the A-houses. For this to be as efficient as possible, the ventilation in the A-houses will be shut off overnight until Monday 2 March. As soon as the check is complete, ventilation is activated again. Avoid keeping doors and windows open during this period, even if the air is trapped or stagnant.

B/β-house
The disestablishment for renovation of the library will continue in the coming weeks, in parallel with the remediation of remarks.
The library’s entrance will be repainted during week 9-10.
Replacement of roof luminaires in the principal’s corridor will be carried out during week 10.

C-house
Nothing to report.

D-house
Nothing to report.

E-house
Rebuilding of space into storage room E17 will continue during week 9.
Reinforcement of floors in E912 is carried out during the coming weeks.

F-house
Complementary façade assembly and interior installations are carried out on outplaced Pavilions. In the façade completions, Scissor lifts will be used, and some disturbance mainly due to limited accessibility between establishment and F-house occurs. Affected businesses receive more detailed information directly from the project manager.
The waste room at entrance F18 will continue to be closed, reference is made to the waste room at entrance F16.

Students house
Nothing to report.